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ABSTRACT
Augmented Reality (AR) is rapidly gaining popularity, en-
hancing human perception of the real world by augmenting
digital experiences. Existing tools for authoring AR scenes
are either template based or require domain knowledge from
experts, and are therefore restrictive. ARComposer is a novel
interface that enables easy authoring of AR experiences from
free-form text describing the scene. Our proposed interface
allows creators to compose varied scenes comprising of multi-
ple objects with diverse relationships to each other as well as
human models with animations, starting merely with a textual
description. A qualitative evaluation shows that ARComposer
provides a good flow experience to its users. Furthermore, a
crowd-sourced experiment evaluating various aspects of the
rendered AR scenes indicates the viability of the proposed
approach.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented real-
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HCI; •Computing methodologies→ Machine learning;

INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) is the integration of digitally created
content into the real world to provide a visually enriched ex-
perience to its users. AR blends the lines between digital and
physical worlds and offers an interactive way of engaging with
the surroundings. Owing to its ability to immerse digital con-
tent, various industries are exploring the possibilities offered
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by AR to elevate the user experience. Some prominent appli-
cations of AR include educational tools [12], navigation and
path planning [5], medical visualization [11] and gaming [15].

With increase in the applications of AR, there has been sig-
nificant technological advancement in tools for developing
AR content. Google ARCore1 and Apple ARKit2 particularly
have made AR development accessible to developers around
the globe. AR has also been harvested well by apps like IKEA
Place3 and Pokemon Go4 to enrich the user experience. For
example, IKEA Place allows users to place catalogue furniture
in the real world setting and examine furniture compatibility.

While such apps allow the user to design motionless scenes by
placing models at specific locations, there is little flexibility
for customizing these AR scenes. There have been efforts
in enabling re-coloring of the scene [16] or custom selection
of models for AR display [6]. However, the creation of AR
scenes involving model interaction has not been studied ex-
tensively. While DART [10] and ComposeAR [14] provide a
schema-based approach to create AR experiences, they require
the user to describe the scene using a defined template which
hinders the creation experience of the user. MagicBook [1]
and ARTutor [9] use marker technology to trigger pre-built
augmentations. There are also firms such as Carlton books5

and Alive Studios6, which engage in converting text-based
content like kids’ stories into AR experiences. But these are
typically performed by creative professionals and take consid-
erable time for creation. This reliance on domain experts to
develop rich AR scenes renders these processes non-scalable.
Hence, there is a technological need for enabling novice users
to create personalized AR scenes.

To this end, we propose a novel framework - ARComposer,
which allows users to compose experiences in AR using free-
form text descriptions. Natural language input has been shown
to considerably improve the user experience while using con-
versational interfaces [7] and it also allows rich descriptions

1https://developers.google.com/ar/
2https://developer.apple.com/arkit/
3https://highlights.ikea.com/2017/ikea-place/
4https://www.pokemongo.com/en-us/
5https://www.carltonbooks.co.uk/
6https://alivestudiosco.com/



from users. We leverage progress in machine learning tech-
niques to accomplish an easy-to-use interface for users. Specif-
ically, we build upon the work in text-to-visual conversion [13,
3, 2] for text parsing and machine learning models for pre-
dicting spatial arrangements. ARComposer works with text
describing both static and dynamic scenes, and also handles
implicit mentions. Further, a background image is added to de-
scribe parts of the scene which cannot be described sufficiently
through 3D models, such as ‘day’ and ‘night’.

The augmented reality output is realized using Google’s AR-
Core library through the Unity3D 7 application. The objects
required to render the scene in AR are obtained from a curated
model repository. Human models and animations are from the
publicly available Mixamo8 collection, while models for the
common objects are fetched from ShapeNet [4], a large corpus
of 3D objects with rich annotations.

Figure 1. ARComposer allows users to create an AR rendering through
a simple process. The user enters free-form text input. Once processed,
they proceed to visualize the scene in AR.

INTERFACE
ARComposer follows a simple interface design to allow users
to focus on the creation of AR experiences using free-form
text. Figure 1 illustrates the interface design, which includes a
text box to input the scene description and two toggle buttons
for scene augmentation and background inclusion.

The user first describes the AR scene that they wish to design.
ARComposer allows the user to include various commonplace
objects and human models with animations exemplified in Fig-
ure 2. The user can describe their relations (e.g., “A chair next
to the bed”) and can include humans or animals (e.g., “A man
is sitting on a sofa with a dog”). There is a Scene Augmen-
tation option to infer implicit information in the text using
common-world knowledge. For example, the object chair can
be augmented for the input "Tom is sitting". The interface also
provides an option to choose a suitable background image to
the AR scene.

Figure 2. Examples from ARComposer model repository.

7https://unity3d.com/
8www.mixamo.com

On clicking the Continue button, ARComposer processes the
text as shown in Figure 3. Once the output is ready, the user
can choose any flat surface to render the scene in AR, and
view it from different viewpoints.

Figure 3. Different processing steps at the backend of ARComposer.

EVALUATING ARCOMPOSER
ARComposer has been evaluated using a comprehensive in-
person survey (N = 20, 7 females, age M = 24.2, SD = 4.92)
as well as a large-scale crowd-sourced experiment (N = 278).
For the in-person survey, participants freely explored the app
for ∼ 30 minutes and constructed scenes of their choice. Par-
ticipants with diverse backgrounds (young undergraduates,
researchers, design experts, IT professionals) were chosen
to provide us with varied perspectives and creative needs to
designing AR scenes. Finally, through a semi-structured ques-
tionnaire, they provided qualitative feedback about the inter-
face, as well as rated the generated AR scenes for correctness.
The rating was done on a 5-point Likert scale with the items
Very poor, Poor, Neutral, Good, Very good, results of which
have been tabulated in Table 1. Additionally, an extensive
survey was carried out on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
to test the scene correctness. Workers were shown scenes
corresponding to different captions from MS COCO [8] and
asked to rate as before. Ratings show that ARComposer per-
forms well on different aspects of scene generation and also
the overall coherence of the scene. Some feedback from the
in-person survey:

“The app can be used to create first draft of ideas that creative
personas may have in their mind and reduces the cognitive
load of starting a work from scratch.”

“I liked that the size of the objects was relatively more realistic
in the scene. It was easy to visualize and control.“

Aspect In-Person
(n = 20)

MTurk
(n = 278)

Position 3.70±1.06 3.38±1.34
Size 3.78±1.30 3.33±1.26

Augmentation 3.84±0.94 3.32±1.23
Background 3.62±1.11 3.16±1.28

Human Actions 4.12±1.09 3.45±1.15
Overall 3.65±1.17 3.20±1.22

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of ratings (scale 1-5) for different
aspects in the In-Person and MTurk surveys.
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